works on the factorization problem.
In the absence of the square root, a quasi square root has almost all the desired properties. 6(e B, -oo < n < oo) generated by e B, -°° < n < °°, consists of all ir ' R --' R functions g 6 L (X) such that g(el ) e B(el ) a.e.
Main results.
In this section we prove our main results. X is a separable Banach space and X is a separable Hilbert space, f is a weakly summable B+(X, X )-valued function on the unit circle. Q will denote a quasi square root of / with values in B(X, K). <f = eln Q(el ), -oo < n < oo, is a B(X, L (K))-valued SSP with the spectral density /. Let H = 6(rf x, xeX,-oo<rz<oo) and H(n) = S(cf x, x e f(, -oo < 72).
We shall be interested in the structure of the subspaces B = H(T) Q
H(S), where T, S are some sets of integers and for any set T, H(T) = S((£ x, x £ X, n £ T). One can say that B is the innovation of H(T) in comparison with H(S)
. it follows that ty(el )(x), x £ %, is summable. Also we have that 0 = f2one-is9(cf>{eie), Q{eie)x)dd = j2one-iseiQ*iei9), cb{ei&)){x) dd, s £ eS. We note that this result in particular is useful for regularity if we take T to be the set of all nonnegative integers. In this case the space L_ is included in the Hardy class of functions </>(ez ) ~ 2 a eln . More precisely they are so that for each x £ A, the scalar-valued function <p(el ) (x) is in the classical Hardy class H . We also note that in this case the rela-tion Q(ezn BT, -oo<72<oo)=E of Corollary 3-6 is equivalent to the regularity of the process tf = eln Q(e' ), -oo < 72 < 00.
We are now ready to prove our main result.
■ fí * 3.8. Theorem. Let /= f(el ) be a weakly summable B + (X, X )-valued function on the unit circle. Then the following statements are equivalent:
1. f is factorable.
2. There exists an analytic B(X, j\)-valued function *P such that (i)y*(ei9)KçQ*(eie)K;
(ii) Q*-WVe)K = Q(ei9)X a.e.;
(iii) ¡2TI\\Q*-l(eie)V*(eie)k\\2de< 00, k eK.
3. The process e (¿{e ), -00 < n < 00, is regular. (ii)-(iii) and the fact that for each k £ K, f k £ L_.
(3) -* (4). Since ein6Q(ei9), -00 < " < 00, is a regular process, f/(0) = 6(e:" Q(el )X, n < 0) does not contain a nontrivial doubly invariant subspace of K. Hence by [3, p. 6l] S2o"e~Ík0Sniei9)(x) d6 -¡¡"e-Mtfie^y^x) dO = P%-ik9{cpn{ei9), Q(ei&)x)dd = 0.
Thus g x £ H2. where the second equality follows by (a). Hence 0(e* ) £ B(l, X).
Because of weak summability of / it follows that for each x £ 1, <£>x £ L (X).
Using (3.11) and (3-12) it is not hard to show that the analytic B(l, X)-valued sequence 4>N(e: )x = 2 _xg (el )(x)e converges to 3>(e: )x in L2(X). Therefore $ e L°"(X). Since by (3-12), / = í>*í>, the result follows.
We remark that if one assumes f ||/(ez )|| dd < oo, then part (b) of (4) in the above theorem can be replaced by (b ): For each n, g (e ) -Q*(ei6)cf>n(eie) satisfies tf77 \\gn(ei9)\\2 dQ < ». 
